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可視光・色・補色(complementary colors)

• Violet: 400 - 420 nm 

• Indigo: 420 - 440 nm 

• Blue: 440 - 490 nm 

• Green: 490 - 570 nm 

• Yellow: 570 - 585 nm 

• Orange: 585 - 620 nm 

• Red: 620 - 780 nm 吸収バンドの
反対側の色（補色）
が見える。
例：葉っぱ＝緑は赤色光の吸収
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虹の色の覚え方
ROY-G -BIV
Richard of      York  gave battle  in      vain 
Red Orange Yellow Green  Blue       Indigo  Violet

あ たい き み を あい し
赤 橙 黄 緑 青 藍 紫
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クロロフィルの光吸収スペクトル
６６０nm近辺の赤色光は光合成に有効

４５０nm附近の青色光は形態形成や光屈折性に有効

桜の生の葉の吸収スペクトル



white at
(x,y)=(1/3,1/3)

xy 
Chromaticity 

Diagram



図1 分光視感効率V(λ)
国際度量衡委員会（CGPM）で採択された人間の目の感度に近似した各波長での値。



人間の目には明るさを感じる
器官が二つあり、明るいところ
で作用するものと、暗いところ
で使用するがあり、この二つ
を切り替え（順応）て、昼よと
夜といった明るさの違いに対
応しています。明るいところに
順応したときの各波長ごとの
明るさを感じる強さが視感度
（下図参照 最大視感度を示
す波長555nmで視感度は
683lm/W）です。



Can a Human See a Single Photon?
The human eye is very sensitive but can we see a single photon? The answer is that the sensors in the retina can respond to a single photon. However, neural filters 
only allow a signal to pass to the brain to trigger a conscious response when at least about five to nine arrive within less than 100 ms. If we could consciously see 
single photons we would experience too much visual "noise" in very low light, so this filter is a necessary adaptation, not a weakness.

Some people have said that single photons can be seen and quote the fact that faint flashes from radioactive materials (for example) can be seen. This is an incorrect argument. Such flashes 
produce a large number of photons. It is also not possible to determine sensitivity from the ability of amateur astronomers to see faint stars with the naked eye. They are limited by 
background light before the true limits are reached. To test visual sensitivity a more careful experiment must be performed.

The human retina at the back of the eye has two types of receptors known as cones and rods. The cones are responsible for colour vision but are much less sensitive to low light than the 
rods. In bright light the cones are active and the iris is stopped down. This is called photopic vision. When we enter a dark room the eyes first adapt by opening up the iris to allow more 
light in. Over a period of about 30 minutes there are other chemical adaptations which make the rods become sensitive to light at about a 10,000th of the level needed for the cones to 
work. After this time we see much better in the dark but we have very little colour vision. This is known as scotopic vision.

The active substance in the rods is rhodopsin. A single photon can be absorbed by a single molecule which changes shape and chemically triggers a signal which is transmitted to the optic 
nerve. Vitamin A aldehyde also plays an essential role as a light-absorbing pigment. A symptom of vitamin A deficiency is night blindness because of the failure of scotopic vision.

It is possible to test our visual sensitivity by using a very low level light source in a dark room. The experiment was first done successfully by Hecht, Schlaer and Pirenne in 1942. They 
concluded that the rods can respond to single quanta during scotopic vision.

In their experiment they allowed human subjects to have 30 minutes to get used to the dark. They positioned a controlled light source 20 degrees to the left of the point on which the subjects 
eyes were fixed so that the light would fall on the region of the retina with the highest concentration of rods. The light source was a disk which subtended an angle of 10 minutes of arc and 
emitted a faint flash of 1 millisecond to avoid too much spatial or temporal spreading of the light. The wavelength used was about 510 nm (green light). The subjects were asked to respond 
"yes" or "no" to say whether or not they thought they had seen a flash. The light was gradually reduced in intensity until the subjects could only guess the answer.

They found that about 90 quanta had to enter the eye for a 60% success rate in responding. Since only about 10% of photons which arrive at the eye actually reach the retina this means that 
about 9 photons were actually required at the receptors. Since the photons would have been spread over about 350 rods they were able to conclude statistically that the rods must be 
responding to single photons even if the subjects were not able to see them when they arrived too infrequently.

In 1979 Baylor, Lamb and Yau were able to use rods from toads placed into electrodes to show directly that they respond to single photons.
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